Preface

The International Conference on Asian Digital Libraries (ICADL) is an annual international forum that provides opportunities for researchers and experts to meet and exchange research results, innovative ideas and state-of-the-art developments in the digital libraries of their respective countries. Building on the success of the first five ICADL conferences, the 6th ICADL conference in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia aimed to further strengthen the collaboration and strategic alliance between the different researchers and experts from the Asia-Pacific Region in the field of digital libraries.

The theme of the conference, “Digital Libraries: Technology and Management of Indigenous Knowledge for Global Access,” reflects the shared belief of the organizers that success in the development and implementation of digital libraries in the k-economy is based on four key areas: the technologies that are employed to create a user-friendly environment, organization, interaction, navigation, and access to content; a knowledge management approach that ensures all types of knowledge (explicit, tacit and implicit) are included; indigenous content, which implies the creation of suitable and specific content to meet the needs of the indigenous community; and global access, which implies that content should be made available across time and space, and also implies that the content should be flexible enough to meet global needs.

The ICADL 2003 began with an opening ceremony and a keynote address. The conference also included 4 tutorials covering: knowledge management systems; the management of indigenous knowledge; Semantic Web metadata; and an overview of digital libraries. There were 6 invited talks and 68 research paper presentations in 18 parallel sessions. These sessions covered discussions on topics such as Information Retrieval Techniques, Digital Libraries Services, Information Retrieval in Asian Languages, Multimedia Digital Libraries, a Digital Library for Community Building, Special Purpose Digital Libraries, Data Mining in Digital Libraries, Building and Using Digital Libraries, Metadata Issues, a Human Computer Interface, Knowledge Management, the Development of Contents, Digital Library Infrastructures, Standards and Conventions, E-Learning and Mobile Learning, Cryptography and Compression, Intellectual Property Rights and Copyright, Data and Communication Protocols, Privacy and Security, Biometrics and Security, Human Resources and Training, Machine Architecture and Organization, and Data Storage and Retrieval. In conjunction with ICADL 2003, the Library and Information Science Education in Asia Seminar (LISEA) was held as a postconference program immediately following the conference.

Despite the fact that the Iraq war and SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) affected world travel, ICADL 2003 still managed to record a good total of 136 papers, with a breakdown of 97 full papers, 36 short papers and 3 poster presentations. The conference had the collaboration of a 69-member program committee composed of well-known digital library experts and researchers from
Pacific Asia, USA and Europe. The large program committee meant that the ICADL managed to reach out to more participants and thus ensured good-quality paper submissions. The reviewing of papers was carried out by reviewers chosen from among the Program Committee members. The reviewing process was managed using the Collaborative Conference Management System (CoMan-Sys) developed by MIMOS Berhad in collaboration with the Department of Information Science, Faculty of Technology and Information Science, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. Forty-five full papers, 23 short papers and 15 poster presentations were finally selected. The increase in the final number of poster presentations was due to the fact that some of the short papers were recommended by the program committee to be accepted as poster presentations.

On behalf of the Organizing and Program Committees of ICADL 2003, we thank all authors for their submissions and camera-ready copies of papers, and all participants for their active participation in the conference. We also acknowledge the sponsors, program committee members, conference support committees, and individuals who gave their continuous help and support in making the conference a success. We fervently hope that the conference will continue to grow from strength to strength as it travels to different host countries in Asia, and will continue to provide a stimulating and enriching platform for innovative ideas, to enable us to design and develop digital libraries that will transcend cultures, races, beliefs and religions to create world citizens who are knowledgeable, tolerant, and understanding, in order to create a world that is harmonious and peaceful for everyone for a long time to come.
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